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- Les Black, National Schools Manager

“

“

As electric vehicle
adoption takes over in NZ,
our EVolocity members are
having fun, working with
friends to create and race
their own EV. The outcomes
are certainly exciting
and the development of
skills and knowledge in
mechanical, software and
electronics engineering
are important for our
economy.

WELCOME TO
ISSUE five

What a year 2020 has been.
While the EVolocity programme is
looking a wee bit different this year,
we are so proud of all the students
involved, for continuing to work hard
on their designs, even from afar.
So here’s to the next few months of teamwork, building, creating and
collaborating - and welcome to Issue
Five of the EVolocity e-zine.
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INTRODUCTION

from the
ceo
CEO Debbie Baker
introduces you to this
edition of the EVolocity
e-zine

Kia ora,

we have had to change our strategies

and we want to end the year with as

and thinking but we are determined

close to a big national event as we

Well it’s a changing world we live

to still run regionals going forward

can.

in, and there have certainly been

if

challenges for taking part in Evolocity

We have got a fantastic film crew

It’s been hard work for everyone

this year.

who will be attending all regionals

involved and a big shout out to Les

throughout the country, plus a team

Black and the team who have worked

Thanks to everyone who jumped on

of workers who will be recording

so hard to keep this programme

board and helped create amazing

times and results. All the courses will

going, and to our sponsors and

online resources which you’ll find

be the same length and timeframes,

funders for continuing to support

now on our website at www.evolocity.

with regional results collated and

us in these difficult times. So count

co.nz and for the contributors to our

compared.

on entering your vehicle into the

the

current

restrictions

allow.

regionals and let’s finish the year in

Zoom and Facebook Live hui which

style.

we had during the first lockdown.

We will then be hosting a ‘virtual’

We are always interested in receiving

national

your questions – you can email or

December where you’ll be invited

Hoping you are all safe and well –

message them to us and we can get

to attend at a venue near you, with

don’t forget to let us know if we can

experts to help you on your way to

safe distancing and all precautions

help or support your school in any

creating electric vehicles!

taken to receive awards, prizes and

way.

competition

in

early

certificates from your regional coSo

I

guess

everyone

is

question

what

does

from
the

ordinators at the same time all around
the country!

It’s groundbreaking

moving

stuff but we know the effort schools,

Like many organisations

teachers and supporters have put in

competition
forward?

the
look

like
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Ngā mihi
Debbie

k t

proud to
support
evolocity

A massive thank you to our fantastic
sponsors - we couldn’t do it without you!

SCHOOLS

NATIONAL
SCHOOLS
MANAGER
Les Black gives us an
update on all things
EVolocity.

Well, hasn’t 2020 been an interesting

generous support of the University of

get a feel for progress and likely

year! Distance learning has had many

Auckland Engineering Department.

completion numbers. Build pressure

forms, and EVolocity has tried many

For students who couldn’t attend

has been eased by the delay of the

of them. The upshot is that we have

the Zoom tutorials, recordings of the

start of NCEA to 16 November. This

managed to keep EVolocity running

sessions are posted on our website

has allowed us to push our regional

by reaching out to students at home

along with PDF instruction booklets

finals back a couple of weeks. Teams

and have worked around limited

to enable learning. An Arduino kitset

are no doubt appreciating the extra

facilities, firewalls and broadband

has also been made available at low

build

issues. Despite the difficulties, we

cost to help teams build systems

and

have been impressed by the number

to collect and display performance

currently

of teams that have endured and are

metrics on their vehicle.

Regional Coordinators. We are happy

still striving to get a vehicle finished.

time!

Controller

programming
being

building

seminars

are

organised

by

to conduct these in a convenient

Resilience and determination are

An new nationwide “Make Your

location in each region. Coordinators

king! While we do accept that that

Marque” competition to encourage

will also be offering Scrutineering

NCEA commitments and getting a

teams to design and 3D print a

sessions before the end of term 3.

vehicle rolling are key priorities, we

mascot or emblem for a vehicle has

These will focus on ensuring vehicles

hope that Innovation pursuits can

started. The design should capture

are safe to run on raceday and will

be addressed when as the pressure

the team theme, name, school,

give teams time to act on advice and

eases.

region etc. We see skill development

improve their vehicle’s safety.

in this area as being important and
To support teams we have produced

are delighted to have sponsorship

Please

many resources to help with the

to cover the fantastic ‘Creality 3D

Regional Final and the National

designing, planning and building of

printer’ prize.

Awards evening advertised on page

vehicles, and we have run Arduino

note

the

22.

and CAD sessions online for several

Time will tell, but team numbers

weeks. Grateful thanks to the sterling

are still very healthy. We are now

efforts of Dr Duleepa Thrimawithana

facilitating face to face classes in

Happy building!

and Dr Stephen Kavermann and the

many regions to assist teams and

Les Black
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dates

of

your

The team from Hornby High School
managed to get some coverage of
their build in a local newspaper. This
drew an original EV maker to the
school to help.
Kay Edgecumbe is a man of diverse
talents, an electric vehicle pioneer,
electrical fitter and cello maker who
was 50 years ahead of Elon Musk in
developing electric cars and trucks
here in NZ!
He is an enthusiastic mentor to the
team ‘Leadfoot’ build crew and cant
wait to see the boys vehicle perform.
Welcome

to

EVolocity

Kay

and

thanks for your interest and help.
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what’s on in the
bay of plenty
Words by Jessica Wilkes
As the new coordinator for the Bay

from John Paul College, Mokoia

Through all the build days it’s been

of Plenty it has been a rocky ride this

Intermediate,

Te

great seeing the different designs

year.

and

Primary

Rotorua

Rangihakahaka
alongside

evolve and develop while watching

the Te Aka Mauri Robotics Club.

students grow in confidence in their

As everyone has found, plans have

The Rotorua teams are some of our

workshop skills.

had to change but luckily teams and

younger

mentors have been supportive and

being in year 7 and year 8.

competitors

with

most
We are looking forward to joining
the Waikato teams for our regional

we are on track to have 10 brand
new teams competing alongside 6

We had a great build days with Toi-

event. And we thank our sponsors

returning teams.

Ohomai in Rotorua and in Tauranga.

and mentors; Toi-Ohomai, Rotorua

The Papamoa team made so much

Energy Charitable Trust, Real Cool,

Thanks to support from Rotorua

progress in their build session I

Rotorua

Energy Charitable Trust we were

thought they were going to finish all

International.

able to supply local Rotorua schools

in one day.

with free motor kits. We have teams

14

Motorworks

and

Hayes
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kia ora from
canterbury!
Words by Deni Archer
into

again popular! ARA tutor Andre de

manager, Les Black, will be running

normalcy after a strange new time

Roo led the workshop, and our own

the session. Just yesterday he was

for our project this year. COVID-19

head scrutineer Luke Pickering was

down in Otago running a session

meant that we had to postpone our

there to support with his welding

with teams there, of which teacher,

welding workshop until later and

knowledge.

Our

really

Henry Jones, had this to say: “The

that our programming innovation

progressed

their

the

students really got a lot out of Les’s

workshop was moved into an online

day, and the improvement was

teaching today, and were able to re-

format. Since moving into level one

noticeable. A big thank you to ARA

programme the throttles and work

we have started resuming face to

for sponsoring this day, and helping

in areas of Technology they have not

face workshops, working with our

to grow our students’ skills.

had the opportunity to do so to date.”

we did this in a timely, safe and

At the time of writing, we are one

With almost 40 teams entering this

suitable way.

week

controller

year, the regional final is going to

We

are

slowly

reemerging

students
skills

over

schools and partners to make sure
away

from

our

workshop which will be hosted at UC

be an exciting one. It will be held

Working with our local polytech, ARA

Engineering again this year. UC has

on Sunday 1 November 2020, once

Institute of Canterbury, we resumed

been a very supportive and engaged

again at KartSport Canterbury, which

our programme with our welding

sponsor and we are pleased to be able

is the perfect location for it. We hope

workshop on Saturday 4 July. With

to get back to their campus for the

to see you there!

a full role, the workshop was once

first time this year! Our programme
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CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE!
WWW.EVOLOCITY.CO.NZ
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The EVolocity website has had a

You can find:

much-needed

year

•

Build Programme Support

- all to ensure that students and

•

Competition and Event Info

teachers have improved access to

•

Technical Design Guidelines

our EVolocity resources.

•

Links to Buy the Gear

revamp

this

•

Latest Results and Photos

the

•

Case Studies

latest guidelines, technical design

•

Assessment Information

regulations,

event

•

EVolocity forums

information - we’ve got you covered.

•

FAQs

Whether

you’re
or

looking
the

for

latest
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regional + national
finals 2020
what will
finals look
like this
year?

These eagerly awaited events will

regional event and will not be shared

each be given a new focus. Because

with other regions.

COVID guidelines in May steered us
towards shutting down our National

The National Leaderboard (across

event, each Regional Final will be

all regionals) will be compiled after

more extensive and all important in

the last regional final and will be

deciding the national rankings for

revealed at the National Awards

each event. There will be no National

Night on Tuesday 8 December. This

Finals. In its place we will run a

Zoom format meeting will see teams

Nationals Awards evening.

gathering at a suitable venue in each
region for food and announcements
and each Regional Coordinator will

Words by Les Black

How does this work?

present prizes and certificates to

At each Regional Final we will

national winners. Book this date in

compile a Leaderboard with times,

and be there to collect any National

scores and rankings available to

prize you might be up for. It will be

competitors on the day. Regional

a special occasion and we hope it is

prizes will be awarded accordingly.

a fitting celebration of our year and

Each

the sterling efforts of teachers, teams

Regional

Leaderboard

will

only be seen by those attending the
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and supporters.

Dates for Regional Finals
These will be held on the following dates with times to be confirmed by Regional Coordinators

Auckland						TBC (mid October)
Waikato & BOP 				
Friday 16 October
Manawatu/Wellington 			
Mon 19 October
Nelson
				
Thursday 29 October
Canterbury
				
Sunday 1 November
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wise words
From Ōtaki College

Ōtaki College has taken part in the

were lucky enough to make it to

yelo), I also now own a battery weed

EVolocity competition every year

nationals and at the prize giving

eater and hedge trimmer and will

since it first came to the Wellington

they

sponsors,

continue to add more tools, love

region in 2017. The students involved

one of those sponsors is ECTO

it. No more maintenance and ear

have been a mix of seniors and

(the electrical training company).

muffs, pull start petrol etc. As for

juniors and have always done very

They employ apprentices and help

Manawa his goals is to become to be

well under the guidance of their

them through their apprenticeship.

an electrician which EVolocity had a

mentor, Chris Georgetti from the

Because I had enjoyed the Evolocity

big impact on” – parent.

college. Each year the students have

project so much I had thought

won a significant number of races in

about

the regional competition and have

so I contacted ETCO and they put

success is due to getting their

then gone on to claim national titles.

me into an apprenticeship straight

vehicles finished early allowing for

Some students that were involved

out of school. I’m now in the final

plenty of testing and finding all the

have now left school and gone

months of my apprenticeship and

weak points of the design while they

on to further training in related

am almost qualified. I do not think

can still be improved or fixed and

industries, with one student about

I would have got this far this fast if I

also provides hours of driver training.

to finish an electrical apprenticeship

hadn’t been a part of EVolocity and

and another halfway through an

then ECTO” – student.

thanked

all

becoming

the

an

electrician,

Thanks to EVolocity and all of the
past and present sponsors as well as

engineering degree at the University
of Canterbury.

Ōtaki College belief their

“I really enjoyed working as a team,

local organisations that have helped

and training for the competition.

our students in to such an awesome

Some quotes from students and

And the competition was really

competition.

parents involved;

fun as well. The hardest part was
probably wiring the controller up to

“I really enjoyed my time spent on

all the parts” – student.

the EVolocity project, it was a much
more interesting and hands on

“EVolocity inspired me to go towards

way to learn and we had a really

the world of battery energy, for

cool little group working on it. We

example I now own an ebike (melo-
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EVolocity
alumni
Will hewitt
Will Hewitt competed in EVolocity in 2015 when he was a

your all and try things that are different. Flex your creative

15-year-old Nelson College student. He entered as a 2-man

muscle to try and innovate”.

team with a close friend of his. They were both already
pretty skilled in mechanical and electrical engineering

Will credits his time during EVolocity for giving him an

and had a background in racing. Will and his fellow

Engineer’s mindset and a competitive spirit. He believes

team member had previous experience with building

that some of the ‘soft skills’ (e.g. critical thinking) that he

electric vehicles before a teacher introduced them to the

learnt during EVolocity are still used in his daily life. He

programme.

added, “A competitive spirit is also very useful in the startup venture world”.

Will says, “We definitely put our all in and went above
and beyond. We were very proud of our entry. I check

EVolocity’s National School Programme Manager Les

the results every year to see if anyone has beaten ours – I

Black remembers Will very well. “The innovation shown

don’t think anyone has yet!”.

throughout Will’s team’s build was both impressive &
extensive. They optimised the efficiencies around their

When asked what advice he would give to EVolocity

vehicle & developed techniques to get the maximum

participants, Will replied “I recommend EVolocity. Give it

power from their motor. Many engineers were surprised
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at the sophistication of their design. In straight line

Will is studying at the University of Auckland for a BSc

performance they were the top team of their year &

Applied Mathematics and Statistics. He is intending to

pushed the regulations beyond the limits and this

move on to MEng in bioengineering.

resulted in changes to the design guidelines the next
year. They certainly challenged the system and produced

Will has a deep background in both technology and

a top performing bike that proved to be a little unstable

business, currently serving on the Return on Science

at speed”.

MedTech and Surgery Investment Committee, advising
Auckland

University

and

other

institutes

on

the

commercialisation of new medical technologies.

EVolocity is a charity that relies on financial support from
the community to be able to provide the programme
nationwide. When asked what he would say to potential

Will is the CEO and co-founder of HeartLab, a medtech

sponsors and supporters of EVolocity, Will replied, “Your

startup using deep learning applications to enhance the

support will help develop an innovative spirit in a group

diagnostic ability of cardiologists using echocardiography.

of motivated and talented young people every year.

He is also an honorary academic at the Auckland

There are very few other places to deploy money that you

Bioengineering Institute with a research interest in deep

can achieve that outcome”.

learning applied to medical imaging.
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Interested in taking part in EVolocity, or coming onboard as a sponsor? Get in touch.

www.evolocity.co.nz

marketing@evolocity.co.nz
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